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P Da Silva, T Cseri, P Beccat, L Normand, V Harlé, N Marchal, S Kasztelan

425 Size and shape distributions in gold colloidal particles
C Flores, A Vazquez, R Hernández-Reyes

427 Sulphur-promoted ZrO$_2$ as an acid catalyst. Electron microscopy study
M A Gómez, W L Vargas

429 Characterization of PdO–MoO$_3$ supported catalysts by HREM
A Gómez-Cortés, G Díaz

431 Investigation of small size-controlled gold particles for low temperature CO oxidation by electron microscopy
J-D Grunwaldt, O-S Becker, A Baiker

433 HRTEM and image processing applied to passivated gold nanoparticle systems
C Gutiérrez-Wing, S Tehuacanero, R Cruz-Colín

435 Investigation by transmission electron microscopy of metallic clusters (Co, Ni, Cu,...) prepared by solution chemistry
S Illy, O Tillement, Y Fort, F Massicot, J Ghanbaja, J M Dubois

437 Radioactive fallout: electron microscopy and EDXA as important tools for characterization of particles and colloids released after nuclear accidents
T Krekling, C Ronneau, B Salbu
439 Synthesis of ZSM-5 from ethanol, iso-propanol and tert-butanol containing systems
A J Landaez, F O Bravo, B Hidalgo-Prada

441 Crystal morphometry as a tool for the synthesis optimization of MFI zeolites
C Lariot, R Villegas, C de las Pozas, E González

443 High resolution electron microscopy study of MOCVD platinum particles supported on alumina catalysts
Z K López, J R Vargas, M A Valenzuela, D R Acosta

445 Rare-earth reduced oxides with fluorite structure. Their systematic investigation using HREM and image simulation
C López-Cartes, L Eyring, Z C Kang, J A Pérez-Omil, J J Calvino

447 Reactive oxygen sites at the V₂O₅(001) surface: an ambient AFM study
C Mathieu, S Peralta, F Monchy, A Da Costa, R Desfeux, Y Barbaux

449 High resolution electron microscopy characterization of transition metal nitrides used in catalysis
J A Melo-Banda, D R Acosta, J M Domínguez, G Sandoval

451 Alkali halide surface decoration
P Mexia, J Reyes-Gasga, R Hernández-Reyes

453 Aragonite phase in recent sediments from ‘Mljet’s Lakes’ (Adriatic Sea, Croatia)
O Milat, J Sondi, M Juračić

455 Improved EELS data processing for an elemental quantification of small bimetallic clusters
C Mory, O Stéphan, M Tencé, C Colliex

457 Morphology characterization of palladium-containing catalysts obtained by a colloidal preparation method
Th Pages, E Merlen, L Normand, D Uzio, B Didillon

459 Simulation of gold nanoparticle hexagonal and FCC arrangements
M Pérez-Alvarez, J A Ascensio, C Gutiérrez-Wing, M José-Yacamán

461 The structural transformation of (VO)₂P₂O₇ to VPO₄
S Sajip, G MacPherson, C J Kiely, G J Hutchings, M Abon, J C Volta

463 TEM study of zeolite formed in porous Al₂O₃
Y Sasaki, W Shimizu, T Suzuki, Y Kubo

465 Preliminary findings on ambient air particles collected on nucleopore filters using energy filtering electron microscopy and scanning microscopy
R Stearns, V Hatch, J J Godleski, P Koutrakis

467 3D-reconstruction of an SiO₂-support for heterogeneous propylene-polymerization catalysts obtained by electron micrographs of serial microtome sections
B Steinmetz, G Fink, B Tesche

469 Nanoparticles produced by sputtering
S Takaki, S Yatsuya

471 HREM simulation of multi-phase crystalline nanoparticles
S Tehuacanero, J Arenas-Alatorre, P S Schabes-Retchkiman
TEM study of surface sulphidation of molybdenum oxides
V S Teodorescu, C Geantet, C Glasson, F J Cadete Santos Aires, C Leclercq

Electron microscopic investigations on titanium activated by chlorosilanes
B Tesche, A Fürnster

HREM study of bimetallic Ni–Mo catalysts deposited on alumina
E Tracz, D J Smith, T Borowiecki

Determination of the lattice spacing in small metal particles in commercial catalysts
S-C Y Tsen, P A Crozier, J Liu

Retarding effect of chromium on the kinetics of crystallization of Cr-silicates as investigated by XRD, SEM and TEM
C Urbina de Navarro, S Martínez, M R Goldwasser, M L Cubeiro

Influence of oxide reducing cycles in the morphology and crystalline structure of Pt–Au/SiO₂ bimetallic particles
A Vázquez, F Pedraza, E Garcíafigueroa, S Fuentes

Alloying reaction between nanometre-sized gold and antimony clusters
H Yasuda, H Mori

Reorientation of supported clusters: the Gleiter experiment on a nano-scale
M Yeadon, J C Yang, R S Averback, J W Bullard, J M Gibson

Electron irradiation damage structures in fine aluminum–lithium alloy particles
I Yoshizawa, K Watanabe, T Ono, K Kondo

Transfer systems for insertion of specimens into electron microscopes under controlled atmospheres
H W Zandbergen, P J Kooyman, A D van Langeveld

Contrast simulation of HREM nanoparticle images
C Zorrilla, G Mondragón, J Reyes-Gasga, M José Yacamán

Symposium X: Electron Microscopy of Magnetic Materials

Chairs: Kannan Krishnan and John N Chapman

Oral Papers

Electron holography of nano-scale magnetic particles and cross-sectional tunnel junctions
M R McCartney, R E Dunin-Borkowski

TEM in a controlled field to study magnetization processes in magnetic films and multilayers
J N Chapman, P R Aitchison, J P King, J Rose

Lorentz microscopic investigations on micromagnetic structures of multilayered thin films
J Zweck, Ch Bier

Lorentz transmission electron microscopy in a standard CM200FEG
K Verbist, E C Nelson, T C Anthony, J A Brug, K M Krishnan

Quantitative electron microscopy of magnetic thin films
K M Krishnan
507 3D micromagnetic simulation of domain structures observed by Lorentz electron microscopy
T Schrefl, J Fidler, J N Chapman, K J Kirk, P Thompson

509 Microstructure and magnetic anisotropy in epitaxial FePt(001) ordered alloy films
D J Smith, R F C Farrow, R F Marks, D Weller

511 Magnetically resolved and element specific imaging with photoelectrons using an immersion lens column
W Święch, R Frömter, C M Schneider, W Kuch, Ch Ziethen, O Schmidt, G H Fecher, G Schönhense, J Kirschner

513 Elemental segregation in Co–Cr–P–Pt magnetic thin films by imaging filter
J-H Choi, C Sung, L F Allard, K H Shin

515 Low-temperature electron diffraction study of charge-ordering in $\text{R}_{0.33}\text{Sr}_{0.67}\text{FeO}_3$ (R = La, Pr, Nd, Sm and Gd)
J Q Li, S K Park, Y Matsui, Y Tokura

517 HREM investigation of $\text{La}_{1-x}\text{Ca}_x\text{MnO}_{3-\delta}$ thin films
O I Lebedev, G Van Tendeloo, S Amelinckx, B Leibold, H-U Habermeier

519 High in-plane anisotropy SmCo sputtered thin films
M Benaissa, K M Krishnan, E E Fullerton

521 Studying the magnetic structure of Nd$_2$Fe$_{14}$B hard magnets using advanced electron microscopy
Y Zhu, M R McCartney, R L Sabatini

523 Comparative study of the magnetic fields from MFM tips
R P Ferrier, S McVitie

Poster Papers

525 MFM imaging of advanced magnetic recording media: evolution with the acquisition distance
A Asenjo, J M García, A M Baró, V Vázquez

527 SEM and EDS characterization of microstructural changes caused by Cr and Co addition in NdFeB magnetics
O B G Assis, M Mello, M Ferrante

529 Electron microscopy study of a new magnetically ordered fcc structure in nanocrystalline ball-milled Fe
C Ballesteros, L Del Bianco, J M Rojo, A Hernando

531 Theoretical coherent Foucault images of fluxon lattice
M Beleggia, G Pozzi, T Yoshida, J Endo, K Harada, H Kasai, T Matsuda, A Tonomura

533 Microstructural characteristics of rapidly quenched Nd$_2$Fe$_{14}$B/α-Fe exchange-spring magnets
M Benaissa, K M Krishnan, V Panchanathan

535 Magnetic flux lines in niobium superconductor observed by cryo-Lorentz TEM
M Cantoni, M Uchida, Y Matsui, T Tsuruta, S Horiuchi

537 TEM chemical and structural characterization of natural Mexican goethite
R Castañeda-Valderrama, K Rincón, J Reyes-Gasga
Microstructural and micromagnetic characterization of thin film magnetic tunnel junctions
R Dunin-Borkowski, M R McCartney, D J Smith, S Gider, B-U Runge, S S P Parkin

Electron microscopy study of SmCo$_{5-x}$Cu$_x$ magnetic material
E Estevez-Rams, A Valor, A Penton, J Fidler, J C Tellez, R Grossinger

Morphological–microanalytical study of a Na$_2$CO$_3$ containing natural clinoptilolite
E Garfias, A Rivera, G Rodríguez-Fuentes, M A Romero

Behaviour study by EDS of NaCl presence in SrFe$_{12}$O$_{19}$ synthesis
R Latorre, J Dufour, C Negro, J García, E M Alcalá, F López

Charge-ordering in LaSr$_2$Mn$_2$O$_7$ studied by HRTEM and low-temperature electron diffraction
J Q Li, Y Matsui, T Kimura, Y Tomioka, H Kuwahara, Y Tokura

Imaging nanostructures and magnetic domains with the JEOL 2010
Y Liu, Z S Shan, D J Sellmyer

Magnetic domain structure in NdFeB-based alloys studied by Lorentz microscopy
T D Nguyen, K M Krishnan

High-resolution electron microscope observation of Fe$_{16}$N$_2$ precipitates during tempering of iron–nitrogen martensite
H Tanaka, Y Hirotsu, S Nagakura

Electron microscopy for orientation determination in Nd–Fe–B permanent magnets
A Valor, E Estevez-Rams, F Caleyo

Domain wall movement in Fe$_{85}$B$_{15}$ investigated by stroboscopic SEM
I Varga, L Pogany, C Hargitai, I Bakonyi

Advanced transmission electron microscopy on Sm–Co based permanent magnets
J-M Yang, D Shindo, S-H Lim, M Takeguchi, T Oikawa

Domain observation in magneto-optical recording media using Lorentz microscopy
S Yatsuya

High resolution electron microscopy study on microstructure of magnetic multilayers related to the spin-dependent scattering
Z Zhang, Y H Gao, H P Sun

Symposium Y: Interface, Interphase and Intergranular Boundaries
Chairs: Ulrich Dahmen and Manfred Rühle

Oral Papers

Interface analysis by spatially resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy
J Mayer, J M Plitzko, S Köstmeier, C Elsässer

Application of high resolution x-ray mapping to grain boundary segregation
V J Keast, D B Williams
Interface EELS analysis: comparison of spatial difference and multivariate statistical analysis (MSA) techniques
M Saunders, E S K Menon, R Y Hashimoto, A G Fox

ELNES study of the chemical bonding at MgO–Cu interfaces elaborated under different oxygen activities
D Imhoff, C Collieix, S Laurent, M Backhaus

Atomic-scale structures in complex solids by Z-contrast STEM and first-principles theory
S J Pennycook, S T Pantelides, M F Chisholm, A Maiti, Y Yan

High-angle annular dark field imaging simulation and its Debye–Waller factor dependence
D Q Cai, G R Anstis, D J H Cockayne, X F Duan, S C Anderson

Multislice simulation of images and diffraction patterns of grain boundaries in FCC metals using the generalized coincidence-site network model
A Gómez, D Romeu, J L Aragón, L Beltrán del Río

Structure analysis of the $\Sigma = 3, 9$ and $27$ grain boundaries in $\beta$-SiC
K Tanaka, M Kohyama

Characterization of interfaces in nanostructured materials
H K Schmid

A method to determine the temperature dependence of the thickness of ferroelectric domain walls using weak beam transmission electron microscopy
M Foeth, P Stadelmann, P-A Buffat

Twinning shear transfer across lamellar interfaces in TiAl alloys
J M K Wiezorek, X D Zhang, D M Maher, H L Fraser

Structure of a gold non-periodic grain boundary by high resolution and diffraction
J M Pénisson, F Lançon, U Dahmen

In situ observation of liquid and solid–liquid interface of oxide ceramics
K Sasaki, H Saka

Microstructure of artificial $[100]$ $45^\circ$ twist grain boundaries in $\mathrm{YBa}_2\mathrm{Cu}_3\mathrm{O}_{7-\delta}$
K Verbist, F Tafuri, F Miletto Granozio, S Di Chiara, G Van Tendeloo

Poster Papers

Interface joint of AISI 316 and AlSi 12 by diffusion bonding
O R Bagnato, E S Cardoso, C A C Zavaglia

Silicon and lanthanum co-segregation to alumina grain boundaries in alumina-based composites
M E Brito, M Yatsuoka, S Kanzaki

Investigating the atomic scale superconducting properties of grain boundaries in high-$T_c$ superconductors
N D Browning, J P Buban, C Prouteau, D Verebelyi, D P Norton, D K Christen, S J Pennycook, P D Nellist

EBSD local texture studies in cold worked and fully recrystallized 50% Ni–Fe alloys
F Caleyo, F Cruz, T Baudin, R Penelle
603  Pt–Si reaction in the presence of interfacial native silicon oxide layers
   E Conforto, P E Schmid

605  Selective oxidation of austenitic stainless steel
   D C Cox, G R Millward, M Aindow, H E Evans

607  Auger analysis of surface diffusion and the link with surface roughening
   M E Dalton, G J Tatlock

609  Subgrain controlled melt topology in polycrystalline olivine–orthopyroxene
   aggregates
   R de Kloe, M R Drury

611  Study of interfaces in ZnO varistor materials using analytical electron
   microscopy
   M Elfving, E Olsson

613  Grain boundary studies of doped yttria-stabilized zirconia
   N D Evans, P H Imamura, J Bentley, M L Mecartney

615  TEM study of vanadium carbide precipitation in medium and high carbon
   vanadium alloyed steels
   G Fourlaris

617  Radiation-induced segregation and precipitation in a Nb-stabilized stainless
   steel
   A Garcia-Borquez, W Kesternich

619  One grain dark field imaging of grain boundary dislocation structures
   A Gemperle, J Gemperlová, T Vystavěl

621  Two basic types of near coincidence grain boundary dislocation structure
   A Gemperle, T Vystavěl, J Gemperlová

623  Mapping the chemical composition and bonding at interfaces in structural
   ceramics
   H Gu

625  ELNES analysis of diamond grain boundary atomic structure
   H Ichinose, M Nakanose, M Kohyama

627  CTEM and HRTEM microstructural study of artificially and naturally grown
   rutile
   P Jardim, I G Solórzano, J B Vander Sande

629  Determination of grain boundary structure of Al-doped sintered β-SiC by
   EELS
   K Kaneko, T Saitoh, S Tsurekawa

631  Interface and interphase analysis by the TEM FIB technique
   K Kuroda, M Takahashi, T Seguchi, A Shimatani, H Saka

633  HREM and IF quantitative analysis of CoSi2–CoSi/SiC interfaces
   M Lamy, J Thibault

635  In situ electron microscopy of Ge branch growth
   Y Lereah

637  Similar defects in bulk GaN and laterally overgrown GaN layers
   Z Liliental-Weber, J Washburn

639  Microstructural investigation on Fe–Zn/steel interface of galvanneal coatings
   S Matera, N Zacchetti
Reflected intensity from a buried interface
J Pacaud, O Birocheau, J Spence, J M Zuo

A joint theoretical and experimental investigation of bonding character at a grain boundary in the B2 compound NiAl
D A Pankhurst, G A Botton, C J Humphreys

In situ and weak beam transmission electron microscopy in the investigation of the grain boundary dislocation accommodation
S Poulat, B Decamps, L Priester

Identification of a low energy phase boundary in a low alloyed TRIP steel
W Prantl, I Papst, E A Werner

The effect of internal interfaces on CBED patterns
A Radefeld, F Schulze-Kraasch, H Lakner

Structure of small angle twin-boundaries in α-SiC by HRTEM
C Ragaru, M Lancin, J Thibault, J P Riviere

Study of the ferroelectric domain walls in PbTiO3 by HRTEM
A Sfera, P Stadelmann, P-A Buffat

Atomic scale structure–property relationships of interfaces in electronic ceramics
S Stemmer, G Duscher, E M James, M Ceh, N D Browning

XTREM study of Al doped TiO2 anatase epitaxial films deposited on MgO by pulse laser deposition
V S Teodorescu, M G Blanchin, C Champeaux, C Grapon

Potentialities of simultaneous HREM and conventional TEM of grain boundary structure
T Vystavel, J M Pennisson, A Gemperle, J Gemperlova

TEM analysis of close packed structures
T Waitz, H P Karnthaler, C Rentenberger, B Mingler

Measurement of grain boundary potential in undoped and Ho-doped BaTiO3
A Woonbumroong, C B Boothroyd

Intergranular boundary and reaction front in biopyribole minerals
H Xu, Y Wang

Understanding the structural origin of misorientation-independent superconductivity at twist boundaries in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 bicrystals
Y Zhu, L Wu, Q Li, Y N Tsay, M Suenaga

Symposium Z: Ceramics, Composites, Hard and Ultra-hard Materials
Chairs: Barry Carter and Paulo Fichtner

Oral Papers

Phase transitions in aluminium oxides
W Mader, B Zimmermann

Thermal transformation in high alumina clays
H Souza Santos, T W Campos, P Souza Santos, P K Kiyohara
Microscopy and microanalysis of interfaces in ceramic composites
K M Knowles, S Turan, A Kumar

Ti(C,N)–Mo2C–Co CERMETs: core/rim interface studied by high resolution electron microscopy and electron diffraction
E Conforto, D Mari, T Viatte, W Benoit

Consequences of the presence of microorganisms in concrete
M Ribas Silva

Characterization of precipitates present in oxide layers (ZrO2) grown on the Zircaloy-4 alloy
P B Bozzano, M Ipohorski, R A Versaci

Microscopy of SrTiO3-based ceramic varistors and capacitors
M Shiojiri, T Ishihiki, K Nishio, H Sajo, T Nomura, A Hitomi, S Sato

Deformation of melt textured YBa2Cu3O7 superconductors
N Vilalta, L Richard, F Sandlumenge, J Rabier, M F Denanot, T Prikhna, W Gawalek, X Obradors

Electron microscopy characterization of thermochemically reduced YSZ crystals
B Savoini, C Ballesteros, J E Muñoz Santiuste, R González, Y Chen

Superstructures of BaNb5.67S10.8
G Y Yang, Y Bando, M Saeki, M Onoda

Electron microscopy of SiC, GaN and AlN
P Pirouz

TEM HREM characterization of structural defects in GaN epitaxial layers grown on sapphire
S Ruvimov, Z Liliental-Weber, J Washburn, H Amano, I Akasaki

HREM of defects in cubic boron nitride single crystals
L Nistor, J Van Landuyt, G Dinca

Identification of a new trace 114R SiC polytype by HREM
X Y Yang, G Y Shi, X M Meng, H L Huang, Y K Wu

Facilitated synthesis of ultra-hard c-BN from ball-milled h-BN
S Horiuchi, J Huang, T Taniguchi

Ultra-high resolution imaging of stacking fault interactions in the synthetic diamond structure
S Delclos, D Dorignac, F Phillipp, S Moulin, A Bonnot

Electron microscopy analysis of diamond films grown by the graphite hollow cathode discharge method
O Contreras, M Avalos-Borja, G A Hirata

HRTEM investigation of nanodiamond-coated C-fibres
A Alippi, D Manno, M Rossi, V Sessa, A Tepore, M L Terranova

The β-SiC(001)/Si(001) interface studied by molecular dynamics simulation, HREM imaging and HREM simulation
P O Å Persson, V Chirita, L R Wallenberg, L Hultman

TEM study of the precipitation state of a squeeze-cast AlCuMgAg/SiC composite
C Cayron, P A Buffat, O Beffort, S Long
Poster Papers

711 Microstructural study of SiC-platelet/silicon nitride ceramic composites
   W Acchar, U U Gomes, J C Bressiani, A H A Bressiani

713 Characterization of Al2TiO5 stabilized by FeTiO3
   I Arenas, S Martinez, F Arenas, S-A Cho

715 Carbon nitride films deposited by reactive laser ablation
   G Barucca, P Mengucci, G Leggieri, I N Milhailescu

717 Structural and chemical analysis of micro-sized particles found in aluminous
electrical porcelains
   S Bribiesca-Vázquez, J Reyes-Gasga, M E Contreras-García

719 On the structural analyses of bulk shock-induced g-BN to c-BN allotropic
   transformation
   E Carlino, M A Tagliente, M Gusso, A T Bukat

721 Anisotropic grain growth in CaTiO3 with Ca/Ti > 1
   M Čeh, A Rečnik

723 Synthesis and characterization of TiO2 thin layers of electrochemical interest
   G Cerrato, C Morterra, R Perego, C H Čen, J Schoonman

725 Microstructural development in ZrO2–Y2O3/Al2O3 composite system seeded
   with α-Al2O3

727 Correlation between the mechanical properties of the ZrO2–Y2O3/Al2O3
   system and the microstructural properties

729 Microstructural development in ZrO2-CaO system with the CaO content
   M E Contreras G, J Zárate M, J Reyes G

731 Microscopic characterization of Mexican dead burned magnesite
   L Cruz Matus

733 Poling process in ferroelectric ceramics
   J de Frutos, A M González, C Duro, M J Melcon, E Menéndez

735 The orientation of fibrils of pseudoboehmite in the formation of membranes
   P de Souza Santos, H Souza Santos, P K Kiyohara

737 Study of particle distribution in composite materials using x-ray computed
   tomography
   G Dominguez, M Gonzalez, C Bathias

739 TEM investigations of CaTiO3–NdAlO3 ceramics
   G Dražič, D Suvorov, M Valant

741 Synthesis of ZrO2–CaO powders for catalytic supports via spray-drying
   processing of aqueous salt solutions
   I Espitia, D Garibay, M E Contreras, M Sanchez, M A Carreón, J Reyes

743 Polyester resin reinforced with cellulose fibres
   R F Estrada, V Rodríguez-Lugo, J Arenas, G Mondragón

745 Interphase boundary in the TZP–WC composites
   M Faryna, K Haberko, J A Kozubowski, Z Pędzich

747 Temperature effect on the morphology of He bubble clusters in silicon
   P F P Fichtner, J R Kaschny, R A Yankov, A Mücklich, W Skorupa
Study of near surface zones in cemented carbides
R Frykholm, H-O Andrén

Electron-beam induced polar orientation flipping in the non-stoichiometric PMN-PT ferroelectric system
A Fundora, J Portelles, J M Siqueiros, M Avalos

Elemental mapping of B by SEM (WDS) in Al–Si/SiCp cast composites treated with small additions of Ti–B

Microstructural characterization of the interfacial region in Al–Si/SiCp cast composites with Sr

Structural study by transmission electron microscope of the (Cu,C)Ba$_2$Ca$_{n-1}$Cu$_n$O$_y$ superconductor family
E Gautier, C Chaillout, D Imhoff, C Colliex, S Le Floch

TEM observation of BaTiO$_3$ domain structures under an applied electric field
Y Goto, N Yamamoto, K Yagi

Spinel layers formed at the interface between ZnO and SnO$_2$
L L He, M Tsukioka, M Hirasaka, S Horiuchi

A TEM study of TEOS gelation
R Hernández-Reyes

Precipitation in the systems Fe–Fe$_3$O$_4$, MgO–Fe$_2$O$_3$ and ZrO$_2$–CaO–MgO
A Huerta, K Tsuchiya, M Umemoto, H A Calderon

TEM studies of the microstructure evolution in plasma treated CVD TiN thin films used as diffusion barriers
S Ikeda, J Palleau, N Bourhila, J Torres, B Chenevier, R Madar

More experience with cutting soft and hard materials with the same 45° knife of the third generation
D Kalicharan, R S B Liem, W L Jongebloed

Microstructures of Cr-doped alumina precursors prepared from metal alkoxides
P K Kiyohara, M L P Antunes, E Tanaka, P S Santos, H S Santos, Y Tomokiyo

High-temperature deformation and structure change of Al$_2$O$_3$ and Y-ZrO$_2$
A Kumao, N Nakamura, H Endoh, Y Okamoto, M Suzuki

Electron microscopy in the characterization of the $\alpha$-SiO$_x$N$_y$ thin films deposited by spray pyrolysis
A Lopez

Phase transitions in PbHf$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ perovskites and resulting domains
V Madigou, C Muller, J L Bandour, C Bedoya, M Roubin, G Nihoul

TEM study of the corrosion process of $\alpha$-alumina by potassium vapour during the creep of MgO–K$_2$O doped alumina
A Mamoun, T Epicier, M Aouine, M Murat

Interphases and precipitates in C fibres/Al alloy matrix composites
C Marhic, M Lancin
Electron microscopy on the investigation of petroleum microstructure reservoir rocks
L Martinez, M A Cisneros Guerrero, M Flores Prado

Structure study of La_{8-x}Sr_{x}Cu_{8}O_{20} (x = 1.6–2.2)
H Matsumata, H Yamaguchi, T Ito, K Oka

Microstructure of ultra-high-performance concretes: compact reinforced composite (CRC) and reactive powder concrete (RPC)
E Menéndez, M A Sanjuán, C Andrade

Crack tip in 6H-SiC
X M Meng, S C Lee, R K Y Li, J Y Dai, D X Li

First principles Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations of bonding in amorphous carbon nitrides
A R Merchant, D G McCulloch, D R McKenzie

SEM analysis of LaCrO_{3} sintered by the addition of a eutectic composition of CaO–CoO
M R Morelli, B Derby, R J Brook

Structural transformation in Bi_{0.2}Ca_{0.8}MnO_{3} studied by electron microscopy with energy-filter
Y Murakami, D Shindo, K Hiraga, T Kaneyama, T Oikawa

The use of SEM and XRD to diagnose problems in rendering mortar of buildings
N Pagan Hasparyk Andrade, H Carasek, F Nogueira Veiga

Evolution of the fibre/matrix interface of ceramic matrix composites
J Pérez-Rigueiro, P Herrero, J L Lorca

Quality assessment of liquid phase sintered MgAl_{2}O_{4} for chemical resistance application using scanning electron microscopy—SEM
A C A Prado, E M J A Pallone, M R Morelli

Genetic sequence of zeolite formation in concretes with alkali–silica reaction
N Prendes, E Menéndez

Disintegration of inversion boundaries in Sb_{2}O_{3}-doped ZnO
A Rečnik, W Mader

SEM morphological aspects of Al_{2}O_{3} flakes synthesized from aluminium nitrate
C A Rodrigues, R H G A Kiminami, M R Morelli

Electron microscopy in cement mortars elaborated with volcanic sand from Morelia, Michoacan, Mexico
J C Rubio, E Alonso, M E Contreras, L Martínez-Gómes

Synthesis and characterization of α-Si_{3}N_{4} from rice husks
E Rubio R, V Rodríguez-Lugo, V M Castaño

Interfaces in Al_{18}B_{4}O_{33}/Al and Mg alloy composites
G Sasaki, L J Yao, M Yoshida, J Pan, H Fukunaga

HREM study of diamond particles sliced by FIB
H Sawada, H Ichinose, H Okushi, D Takeuchi
817 TEM observations of laser treated alumina
L Shepeleva, B Medres, W D Kaplan, M Bamberger, C M Sharp, M H McCay, T D McCay

819 Crystallographic and morphologic characterization by TEM of a clay from the north of Rio de Janeiro
L A H Terrones, A L A Rocha, J Alexandre

821 Study of the fractured region of ceramic tile
C M F Vieira, J N F de Holanda, D G Pinatti

823 New dislocation substructure in NdBa2Cu3O7
N Vilalta, F Sandiumenge, J Rabier, X Obradors

825 Transmission electron microscopy study of radiation effects in materials for nuclear waste disposal
L M Wang, R C Ewing

827 Decomposition of Ni binder phase in Ti(C,N) based cermets
J Zackrisson, L K L Falk, H-O Andrén

Symposium AA: Polymers and Radiation Sensitive Materials
Chairs: Takashi Kobayashi and Takeshi Ogawa

Oral Papers

831 Electron microscopy studies of the influence of the chemical composition on the morphology of PMMA–TEGDMA polymer blends
R Velázquez, F Sánchez, E Méndez, V Castaño

833 Changes in cotton fibre surfaces due to cellulase treatments
W R Goynes, P S Howley, N R Bertoniere, T M Von Hoven

835 Dependence of electron beam damage in organic crystals on accelerating voltage
T Ohno, M Sengoku, T Arii

837 Density distribution analysis of polyethylene with energy filtering TEM
K Masaki, O Tatsuki, H Naohiro

839 Transmission electron microscopy of soluble and electrically conducting polyaniline
J Liu, P J Kinlen

841 Room temperature observation of double strand DNA fibres
K Yada, G Takahashi

843 Cryoelectron microscopy study of α-D-glucans from starch
J-L Putaux, A Buléon, R Borsali, H Chanzy

845 Cryo-TEM on structure analysis of a metastable polymorph of a hydrated organic crystal. I. Copper oxinate dihydrate
S Terada, T Ogawa, T Nemoto, S Isoda, T Kobayashi

847 Characterization of polymer microstructure with x-ray microscopy
H Ade

849 The use of electron crystallography to obtain molecular physical parameters in radiation sensitive organic materials
I G Voigt-Martin
AFM characterization of self-assembled protein thin film on non-flat substrate
O B G Assis, R Bernades-Filho, L A Colnago

A STEM and AFM investigation of electron damaged aluminium trifluoride
I R Smith, A L Bleloch

Poster Papers

Morphological behaviour of virgin PP with recycled HDPE with the addition of a block copolymer
C Albano, E Freitas

Image analysis of millipore membranes
D A Bell

Morphology and properties of a polystyrene–polyethylene blend compatibilized through a block copolymer and an organic peroxide
R Braglia, L Locatelli, S Pirato

Influence of the synthesis conditions in PFu/ClO₄ film morphology
I Carrillo, M J González-Tejera, E Sánchez de la Blanca, I Hernández-Fuentes, C Barba

Scanning electron microscopy study and mechanical behaviour of polysaccharide based materials
D Dupeyre, A Dufresne, M García Ramírez, N Balhouli, A Caldara, J Y Cavaillé

Micromechanics of poly(sytrene–block–butadiene–block–methylmethacrylate) triblock copolymers with lamellar and polystyrene-matrix based morphologies
M Ensslen, G H Michler, R Stadler

Energy-filtered imaging of polyamide/poly(phenylene ether) blends
W Heckmann, W Probst, F Hofer, W Grogger

Measurements of polymer–polymer interfacial thickness by an electron spectroscopic imaging
S Horiuchi, T Hanada, K Yase, T Ougizawa

Porosity of polymeric denture-moulds cured by microwave
G Martínez-Barrera, A Barajas, V M Castaño

Electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy in the analysis of profile damage ions in plastic
D Mendoza-Anaya, L Tavera-Davila, M Perez-Díaz, M Balcazar-García, J G Bañuelos, J M Saniger-Blesa

Scanning electron microscopy studies on liquid functional elastomer modified epoxy resin
V Nigam, D K Setua, G N Mathur

Scanning electron microscopy studies on fracture surface topography of elastomer blends
K N Pandey, S K Pradhan, D K Setua, G N Mathur

Second phase electron diffraction pattern evidence in KBr:Eu²⁺

Electron microscopy study of amylose retrogradation
J-L Putaux, A Buléon, H Chanzy
Applications of atomic force microscopy on the study of nuclear track formation in solids
E Santos-Rodríguez, R Fragoso, C Vázques-López, J I Golzarri, G Espinosa

SEM investigation of the β-modification of poly(propylene)
T E Sukhanova, F Lednický

Scanning electron microscopy studies on morphological changes due to diffusion of toxic chemical through rubber
D N Tripathi, K N Pandey, D K Setua, G N Mathur

Industrial applications of medium to high resolution cryo scanning electron microscopy
A Wilson, M Bertucci, G Fuchs, D Lutz, S Marull, C Saury, C Scramončin

Microscopic analysis of on-top crystal nucleation in organic multilayer
K Yoshida, M Tsujimoto, S Isoda, S Moriguchi, T Kobayashi

Electron spectroscopic imaging and diffraction studies of phthalocyanines by means of EFTEM and cryo-techniques
F Zhou, S Steinbrecher, E Plies, M Hanack

Incorporation of electron microscopy in the evaluation of thermal performance of polyethylene and propylene pipes
E Zumelzu, M Fuentes, H González

Late Papers

◆ Symposium U: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) for the characterization of corrosion scales and the study of the corrosion mechanism
J M Lameille, F Delaunay, C Berthier, M Lenglet

◆ Symposium AA: New micromechanical mechanisms in heterogeneous polymers—revealed by in situ electron microscopy (poster)
G H Michler